
How to build a 
Beag Bug Hotel 

SUPPLIES 
• Old wooden disused pallet or crate 

etc. to make frame
• Plywood
• Nails, screws or wood glue
• Exterior paint

• Drill
• Rope
• Twigs, bark, straw, pine cones, 

bamboo canes, grass   
and/or pipes

NOTE: The class will need support from an adult for this task.

What might check in to your bug hotel?  

Bug hotels benefit pest-eating insects and 
pollinators, who move in to nest in the summer  
and hibernate in winter.

A surprisingly wide variety of invertebrates 
including bees, woodlice hiding from the sun, 
spiders, earwigs, ladybugs, beetles feeding on  
dead wood and centipedes storing their prey.

Build a wooden frame. You can use old 
pallet wood or a crate to make the frame 
of the bug hotel. Make sure it’s deep 

enough so that you can add materials later –  
it should be at least 5cm. 

Don’t worry, if you can’t build one, look for 
something to recycle instead. Try an old wooden 
drawer, wooden box or a deep picture frame. 

A sturdy roof will keep the materials mostly dry. 
You can cut a pitched roof from wood or pop 
 an old tile on top.

Step
1

Secure a plywood backing to one side of 
the frame with nails, screws or wood glue. 
This will stop all your material falling out.

Step
2

Now it’s time to get creative! You can 
paint or decorate your bug hotel. Use an 
exterior paint and cover it with two coats. 

You could paint a a pattern on too like spots or 
stripes, or a little sign to go on the outside. 

Step
3

Open your bug hotel for business! Place  
it somewhere sheltered in the garden 
and wait for your first guests to arrive.

Step
5

Fill the frame with natural materials. 
Start by filling the lower parts of the bug 
hotel with larger objects – pine cones or 

cut up pieces of pipe. 

Then fill and pack the frame all the way to the top 
with a mix of hollow materials that the bugs can 
cosy up into – bamboo canes, straw, sticks, bark 
or even wood pieces with holes drilled into them. 

Use lots of different sizes to fill out the space in 
your frame. 

Step
4


